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Interactive TV is the offspring of orthodox TV medium integrate with idea 
and technology of the web communication, it is a new medium of mass 
communication, and is a new medium of art communication at the same time. 
The function of bidirectional communicate provide viewers individual service 
and artistic aesthetical enjoyment. 
The development of Internet influences the station which the orthodox TV 
is the No.1 medium in the world directly. The TV industry joins into market 
contest with Internet by new way which interactive TV is one of them. 
Interactive TV is not only the WebTV, but the enhanced and extended function of 
orthodox TV, the area of function covers over everyday life. As the artistic 
communication media, the interactive TV have strong characteristic of contain, it 
absorbs nutrition from orthodox art, inherits the characteristics of replication and 
synthetics of video-audio by orthodox TV, it also obtains characteristics of 
interaction and multimedia by Net Art. The interactive TV has abundant artistic 
expression and artistic message. The interactive TV can satisfy individuality 
aesthetic demand of viewers, makes hologram art and enjoyment come true，
de-hegemony media, provides space to express freely for viewers. The 
interactive TV brings the autumn of new media，and the avalanche of new users. 
Finally it will impulse the artistic subsistence come true。How to discuss the 
influence of interactive TV is the beginning of the study. We need to research 
how to exploit artistic potential and eliminate the negative factor.  















exploitation and service perfection，less to the function of art communication and 
the satisfaction of aesthetic and recreational demand to viewers. The thesis try to 
look the engender of interactive TV as the jump-off point, start off the point of 
view of the artistic and f aesthetics function to review how the interactive TV art 
absorb and develop the form of other art, and forecast the how TV develop in the 
future and the contribute for humanity artistic exist. 
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更迷人的新应用。”[1](P65)            
                         ——尼葛洛庞帝         
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